Letter of Intent

Calvani Lino Pasquale, MD, DDS, MSc, CDT, FACP, FICD

It is not easy to write a Letter of Intent without falling in the usual phrases and formal promises. Instead, here, I will try to tell you briefly who I am, where I am coming from and what I do believe in.

I grew up in Rome, family of Physicians and Dentists, in a house where almost every breakfast, lunch and dinner was looking like a scientific consultation, if not a true Meeting. That was fun, we were sharing knowledge, and education was simply seen as the excellent, important basic way to learn and grow.

During all my academic life, I had the good chance to meet highly educated and passionate Professionals, whose example has been essential to motivate and make me understand that Prosthodontics would have been the best Specialty in my hands ever. I have been a full of hope, enthusiasm, curiosity and good will International student, and like many others I flew to the US with my precious slides-case to be interviewed. After my Graduation, I was asked to teach, and from there on my curiosity and professional life never slowed down, because my learning curve never got to an end.

My US Board Certification in Prosthodontics played a key role in my effort to better integrate the traditional medical-dental care with Prosthodontics. This gave me further chances to brush up on so many matters, providing me a better understanding and certainty that ours is the most comprehensive and forever young Specialty able to mold capable and modern Professionals into Dental Care Leaders. Today, I am attracted by the newer and astonishing Digital Technology, as I do understand that its tsunami wave is proving us that, no limits may exist to our clinical and lab future! It offers the best chances to perfect our Prosthodontic Profession, allowing us to treatment plan and cure increasingly better all patients.

Since 4 years, I am humbly serving the American College of Prosthodontists as the Membership Director of the 7th Region, International. This unique opportunity gave me chances to see the powerful link existing between the College and its National and International Membership. I also realized that a large, if not the largest, number of our PG Students is International, and that so many times the best of them become unique and exceptional Faculties, Directors, Chairs and Deans. All in all they are the living evidence of the past, present and future high values of the US Educational Dental Medical System.

As an ACP BOD Member, Member of Committees and as a Spokesperson, I appreciate the huge commitment, wise intelligence and aimed consistency the ACP always demonstrated toward our Specialty. In fact, its long-standing close link with the ABP, and its productive dialog with CODA, lead to important achievements in our Schools and Offices. For example, thanks to them, all our students experience the optimal practice of implant placement in all accredited US Prosthodontic Programs, thus refining their professional competence to treatment plan and to boost our professional clinical capabilities.

As an Adjunct Associate Professor, I have been humbly serving for 25 years my School, also asked to lecture at other accredited Advanced Specialty Programs. There I learned a lot, as I was always given while giving. Today I am facing another challenge: I am asked to run as Vice President in this ballot. It is my true belief the ACP to be “The Very One” Professional Organization able to support actively our Prosthodontic Students, Faculties, and all the best Clinicians. In fact, not only we gather almost them all at our Meetings, but proudly I know we are spreading abroad the highest Specialty standards of care ever!

I will never forget the honor I had to meet many of them who are not with us anymore. They will live in our hearts forever; we need them, the roots of our future lie strong in our past. I grew up everywhere, but as a former I-Student and Teacher I do strongly believe America will always be the Country of Opportunities, as here the best meritocratic principles live all free to stand high. Finally, best wishes to the next Vice-President with joy! Only positive results of this fair dream will take place in the ACP this time too. Thanks for your reading time, wherever you are, long live to you, the US, and to our Unique ACP!
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